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Industrial Regions Misrepresented
I just received the Summer 1984 issue
of Chinook, and continue to be im·
pressed with the quality of articles
directed toward a general audience .
H owever, I would like to comment on a
misleading impression in the article on
Carbon D ioxide and Climatic Change.
The photograph showing emissions
from industrial regions is of a row of
cooling towers emitting clouds of
steam, which would not contribute to
"the continued increase of CO 2 concen
tration levels", as implied. Needless to
say, there is no shortage of photo
opportunities which could have been
matched appropriately to the title.
RBB. Dickison
V .N.B. Faculty of Forestry

Atlantic Canada Viewed From Space
False colour satellite imagery on the
cover indicates various ocean, terrain
and cloud-temperature regimes. Imagery
was obtained from the NOAA Polar
Orbiting Satellites and processed by the
Atmospheric Environment Service's
Satellite Laboratory in Downsview, On
tario. Upper Left: spiralling low pres
sure centre 400 km east of Newfound
land (1 712 GMT May 21 1985) Upper
R ight: Nova Scotia and the Gulf of St.
Lawrence (1208 GMT 29 April 1980)
Lower Left: the Scotian Shelf area (1855
GMT 24 June 1983) Lower Right: En
hanced sea surface temperature gradi
ents south of Nova Scotia (1817 GMT 28
April 1981).
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The areas depicted lie within the Canadian
Atlantic region, which is the subject next
year of intense meteorological study (see
article on page 36). Further details about the
imagery are given on this page.

Les zones representees se limitent ala region
atlantique du Canada qui, I'an prochain,
sera Ie sujet d'une recherche mHeorologique
en profondeur (voir l'article a la page 36).
Cette page-ci donne de plus amples details
au sujet des images.
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CANADIAN ATLANTIC STORMS PROGRAM
THE METEOROLOGICAL COMPONENT
by Ronald Stewart

The East Coast of Canada is frequently lashed by severe cyclonic winter
storms. In many of these, winds reach
gale force speeds, precipitation rates
are high, and precipitation type can be
either snow, rain or freezing rain. These
storms consequently cause great hardship in the region. Not only do they
affect highways and people's lives on
the mainland, but they also disrupt
fishing and drilling activities on the
ocean where drifting ice is also frequent
during this season. A recent example of
the impact of such storms is the Ocean
Ranger disaster of February 1982.
Although forecasts of such storms
have improved markedly in the last few
decades, considerable uncertainty still
exists. In particular, the tracks, movement and intensification of the storms
are not adequately handled by existing
weather prediction models. In many
cases, the speed as well as the intensification rate of a storm is underpredicted.
At least partially as a consequence of
these problems, winds and precipitation
areas and intensities are not predicted
adequately.
Important aspects of storms are also
related to embedded features having
dimensions less than the approximate
2000-km size of the storms themselves.
For example, winds at sea often exhibit
large fluctuations in direction and speed
over intervals of about an hour. Such
fluctuations can be crucial to offshore
activities. It needs to be recognized,

DBZ

15
18
21
24
27

o

100 km

Figure 1 The radar-measured distribution of precipitation associated with an occluded front
over the northeast Pacific Ocean. Range rings are at 50-km intervals. Radar reflectivity is
expressed in units of dBZ increases with increasing precipitation rate.

therefore, that scales of atmospheric the northeast Pacific Ocean in the
phenomena smaller than the storm STREX project; the other over southern
scale must also be addressed because Ontario in the RAINSAT program.
they are important and are not now These studies have revealed that a
adequately measured, let alone pre- great deal of mesoscale organization is
dicted.
present within the storms. The mesoLittle work has been devoted to scale is typically manifested by precipimproving our understanding of storms itation bands that are moving relative to
and their embedded features in Canadi- the frontal surfaces and are also evolvan East Coast areas. Studies of convec- ing. Some of the surface wind and
tive summer systems are continuing in precipitation fluctuations are coupled
Alberta, and two recent studies of to the circulations within these bands
winter storms and their structure have (Figure 1).
been carried out elsewhere - one over
More work on the internal organiza-
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tion and characteristics of winter cyclonic storm systems has been conducted in other countries, particularly
in the State of Washington and the
United Kingdom. The focus of these
programs, which have continued for
more than a decade, has recently shifted
from understanding the organization of
the storms towards understanding the
driving mechanisms responsible for
their mesoscale features . These studies
confirm that considerable organization
occurs within the storms (Figure 2).
It has been recognized in the United
States, as well as in Canada, that it is
opportune for atmospheric scientists to
tackle fundamental questions about
storms and their embedded features. It
is opportune both because instrumentation platforms are now available to
measure the important atmospheric
parameters and because our scientific
understanding has reached the point
where significant progress can realistically be made. In the United States the
next generation of field projects is
described in term of the "STORM"
program. In Canada a similar approach
to storm research is nearing reality and
is being stimulated by the Scientific
Committee of the Canadian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society.
As a forerunner of the continent-scale
programs envisioned for the STORM
project, the Americans are launching
the Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment (GALE) to examine features of
East Coast storms. This project, scheduled for January 15-March 15 of 1986
and centred in the vicinity of Cape
Hatteras, will focus on mesoscale circulations and precipitation bands within
the storms and will stress the oceanographic aspects. GALE will utilize a
variety of atmospheric and oceanographic instruments, including special
satellite observations.
The existence of GALE represents an
opportunity for Canada. Many of the
storms that affect the Canadian East
Coast have moved along the U.S.
Atlantic coastline. Measurements and a
physical understanding of the storms
gained from the American program
may then be used as "upwind" information to improve the prediction of the
storms over Canada.
Canada has undertaken a long-term
program, the Canadian Atlantic Storms
Program (CASP), in coordination with
GALE to study winter storms in the
Atlantic region. The general objectives
of the first CASP field experiment to
take place from January 15 to March
15, 1986 are to study storm behaviour,
embedded mesoscale features and complementary oceanographic phenomena.
Attention will also be given to the

Cirrus cloud
boundary as
seen from ~
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Figure 2 Schematic depiction of the types of mesoscale bands that have been observed in
winter storms off the coast of the State of Washington by Peter Hobbs and his colleagues at
the University of Washington (After Hobbs, 1981: European Space Agency Report SP-165,
p.30).

relation between surface observations RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
and storm characteristics.
Four areas need to be examined in the
To fully predict the behaviour and CASP program, and progress will comcharacteristics of the storms them- mence in the first field project. These
selves, in addition to their mesoscale areas and some of the questions that
features, a lengthy period will be should be addressed in each area are
required. This first CASP field project described below:
must be considered as the initial step
towards realizing our goals of predict- Storm Movement and Evolution
ability at the needed temporal (a few Ongoing and future work must tackle
hours to a couple of days) and spatial the storm scale. Initial progress can be
(site-specific forecasts) resolutions. Im- made by addressing the following quesprovements in long-term forecasts (a tions:
few days ) will, for example, probably • Are the storms occurring during the
project typical of the long-term trends?
depend upon cooperation with even
larger American projects planned for • How do the storms occurring during
the project evolve?
the early 1990s that encompass the
entire eastern portion of North Ameri- • When, where and by how much do
the storms intensify over the region?
ca, as well as the adjacent Atlantic
• Why do the storms evolve?
Ocean.
37
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influence storms and their mesoscale
features?
• How do ocean circulations and sea
state depend upon storm structure?
• How do ice-fields move during storm
episodes?

~

Development of Forecast Techniques
The field project represents a unique
opportunity to develop forecasting techniques. The project offices will be
collocated with the Maritimes Weather
Office in Bedford N.S., and forecasting
will be done largely by operational
meteorologists. In turn, the operational
forecasters will benefit from the large
amount of real-time or near real-time
information gathered during the project. This may provide answers to the
following questions about improving
forecasts:

)
1-')

I

• How can the real-time radar and
satellite information be best used to
improve short-term forecasting?
• Are forecasts of storm motion and
development improved by a denser
network of rawinsondes and buoys?
• How can our improved understanding
of storms and their mesoscale features
as well as oceanographic and ice-field
behaviour be best translated into
improved forecasts?

LEGEND

*EB --

Buoy
Rawinsonde

• - Supplementary Mesonet
• - Possible offshore sounding site

Figure 3 Project area of the first CASP field project.
To begin to answer these questions,
as well as those of the other three
program areas, careful planning must
be conducted to determine which are
the critical parameters to measure,
where to measure them, how to measure
them and how frequently.

Mesoscale Characteristics
Other studies have documented that
mesoscale organization typically exists
within cyclonic storms. Some radar
observations of Atlantic Canada storms
indicate that they also contain mesoscale features, such as precipitation
bands. In addition, wind circulations
over the ocean but not associated with
bands may also occur. A number of
questions can then be posed:
• Are mesoscale circulations associated
with the different phenomena large
enough to affect low-level features
such as winds?
• What is the mesoscale structure of the
fronts?
38
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• Where, when and how do precipitation bands develop and evolve?
• Precipitation type changes are associated with what mesoscale features?
• How do winds and precipitation areas
change near coastlines?
• If present, what is the nature of and
the driving mechanisms responsible
for mesoscale, non-banded, features
over the ocean?

Oceanographic and Ice-Field Studies
The Atlantic Ocean strongly affects the
development of the storms. In addition,
the ocean and its ice-fields are strongly
influenced by the storms. The main
research on oceanographic/meteorological interactions during the first
CASP field project is being directed by
the Bedford Institute of Oceanography.
Many questions concerning the three
media (atmosphere, ocean and ice) can
be pursued, in particular:
• How does sea surface temperature

FACILITIES
Instrumentation platforms will be deployed in the first field project to
supplement the regular observing network (Figure 3). All information from
polar orbiting and geostationary satellites will be recorded. Rawinsondes will
generally be released every 3 hours
from the regular and portable stations,
three radars will provide information
on areas of precipitation, buoys as well
as ships will enhance offshore observations, and arrays of special portable
weather stations will detail the surface
manifestations of the weather system.
These observations will be augmented
by instrumented aircraft that will measure winds, temperature, and precipitation characteristics in the storms (Figure
4). Additional special observing instrumen;;s include a radiometer situated
near Halifax to measure remotely humidity and temperature profiles in the
atmosphere, a collocated ground laser
probe to measure precipitation characteristics, and special apparatus to
sample and photograph precipitation
particles.
The complete area encompassed by
both the GALE and CASP projects is
shown in Figure 5. The area spans much
of eastern North America allowing detailed studies of storm development to
be made over several days.

PARTICIPANTS
The success of CASP depends upon
different groups and agencies. The
Atmospheric Environment Service is
playing a key role, which is greatly
enhanced through cooperation with
universities, private industry, the Department of Defence and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. It is
anticipated, that a number of university graduate degrees in mesoscale processes will result from this project.

Figure 4 Twin Otter instrumented aircraft operated by the National Aeronautical
Establishment of the National Research Council of Canada (Photograph: Courtesy of the
NRC Flight Research Establishment).
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Cyclonic Winter Storms: Organized
storm systems characterized by frontal surfaces. These systems dominate
the weather patterns in mid-latitudes.
Driving Mechanisms: The physical
processes and instabilities that are
responsible for the mesoscale features.
Mesoscale: Dimensions in the atmosphere less than 2000 km.
Parameters: The physical quantites
such as temperature, wind. pressure,
and precipitation characteristics that
describe the storms and their embedded features.
RAINSAT Program: A program designed to. use radar and satellite
information for short-term forcasting.
Rawinsonde: An instrumented package carried aloft by a balloon and
tracked by a ground station in order to
yield vertical profiles of temperature,
humidity. pressure and wind.
STREX Project: Storm Transfer and
Response Experiment, conducted during November and December 1980.
Summer Convective Systems:
Thunderstorms and complexes of
these that are common on the Prairies
during the summer.
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Ronald Stewart is a Research Scientist with
the Atmospheric Environment Service's
Cloud Physics Research Division, whose
current responsibilities include that of
CASP Chief Scientist (Meteorology). Among
his other scientific activities, he has carried
out research at the National Center for
Atmospheric Research in Colorado. and at
the University of Wyoming and the University of Toronto.
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Combined area of the American GALE and the Canadian CASP projects.

RESUME On a lance Ie Programme canadien d'etude des tempetes
dans l'Atlantique (CASP), visant it ameliorer les previsions des
tempetes d'hiver et de leurs caracteristiques sur la cote est du Canada.
La premiere experience sur Ie terrain de ce programme d' etude it long
terme aura lieu du 15 janvier au 15 mars 1986, et sera associee it un
projet america in important dans la region du cap Hatteras. Les

instruments requis pour cette premiere experience sont enumeres en
detail et les projets devant faire partie de ce programme d'etude sont
decrits. Pour mener it bien Ie programme d'etude it long terme et la
premiere experience sur Ie terrain, les gouvernements, les universites
et Ie secteur prive devront cooperer.
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EAST COAST WEATHER OBSERVED FROM SPACE
by Oscar Koren
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Figure 1 Near-infrared image of the cellular cloud patterns that form as a result of a cold northwesterly flow moving over a relatively
warmer ocean surface. The image was taken on 21 February 1985 at 1800 GMT.

Imagery from the current polar orbiting meteorological satellites provides
means by which weather systems of all
scales can be monitored every 6 hours
on a 24-hour basis. This observing
capability is uniquely suited to ocean
areas where conventional weather observations are scarce, In the hands of an
experienced weather forecaster satellite images are a powerful tool for
preparing short-range weather forecasts and identifiying areas affected by
hazardous weather, Occasionally, these
images reveal the onset of unforecast
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weather phenomena and result in
revised forecasts of such hazards as
thunderstorms, surface gust fronts, fog
banks, and significant changes in wind
directions.
Two examples of satellite images
received from the NOAA-9 polar orbiting satellite on 21 February 1985 at
1800 GMT are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
The image in Figure 1 was taken by the
near-infrared detector sensitive to radi,
ation with a wavelength of 1.1 micrometres, whereas, the image in Figure 2
was taken by the infrared detector

sensitive to radiation with a wavelength of 11 micrometres.
On the day the images were taken a
high pressure area was centred south of
New York City with a ridge extending
northward across eastern Quebec and
Labrador to Ungava Bay, The images
indicate that generally clear skies prevailed over these areas.
Almost parallel to the ridge but
located approximately 970 km to the
southeast, a well-defined frontal zone
extended over the ocean. The infrared
image in Figure 2, which provides
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Figure 2 Infrared image of a well-defined frontal zone at the lower right composed of cold (high) clouds, and the cellular cloud patterns
containing cumulus and stratocumulus clouds with relatively lower cloud tops. The image was taken on 21 February 1985 at 1800 GMT.

temperature information (white areas
are cold and dark areas warm), shows
that the frontal zone is composed of cold
(high) clouds. The northwestern edge of
the frontal zone appears fairly straight
except for a protrusion that is frequently associated with a developing surface
low pressure centre.
The ocean area between the ridge and
the frontal zone is predominently covered with cellular cloud patterns composed of numerous cloud "streets"
whose orientations usually indicate the
surface wind direction. These cloud

patterns form as a result of cold air
moving over warmer waters, and are
composed of cumulus and stratocumuIus clouds. The medium grey shade on
the infrared image indicates relatively
lower cloud tops. Detailed examination
of the near-infrared image in Figure 1
reveals both open and closed cells
within the cellular cloud patterns. Open
cells with cloudless or less cloudy
centres form where a large air-sea
temperature difference exists; closedcells form where a weaker air-sea
temperature contrast exists. Cellular

cloud patterns provide the meteorologist with information on surface wind
direction and speed, atmospheric stability and other atmospheric properties.
Further studies of such patterns will
undoubtedly yield new insights into
this fascinating phenomenon.
Oscar Koren is a meteorologist with the
Field Services Directorate of the Atmospheric Environment Service in Toronto who is
interested in the meteorological applications
of satellite data.
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METEOROLOGY GOES OFFSHORE
by Mike MacNeil
The search for oil and gas off the
coasts of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia has increased the demand for meteorological and oceanographic data for the
East Coast. In most marine areas
outside the major shipping routes
(where observations are regularly
made), the marine weather data base is
lacking. Fortunately, oil and gas exploration has not only created a demand for
more data but is also feeding a great
deal of data back to the system. Oil rigs
are proving to be data collection platforms that are as reliable as the survey
ships criss-crossing the exploration
area. Future production platforms may
also help in filling some of the voids in
the marine weather data base.
Increased offshore activity has reemphasized the need for controlling the
quality of the data received from these
new observing sites. The responsibility
for ensuring that standards are met in
the Atlantic Region of the Atmospheric
Environment Service (AES) has been
delegated to the region's two Port
Meteorological Officers (PMOs), one in
Halifax, N.S., the other in St. John's,
Nfld. The PMO is responsible for recruiting various ships to participate in
the Voluntary Marine Weather Observing Program. The PMO trains obervers
in weather observing techniques and
coding procedures. He installs, calibrates and maintains a variety of
weather monitoring instruments aboard
participating ships. The PMO usually
visits participating ships when they are
in port discharging or loading cargo.
However, he must travel to the drill
sites to carry out his inspections on the

oil rigs.
Unlike the voluntary ship observing
program, weather observations aboard
oil rigs are mandatory under the Canada Oil and Gas Drilling Regulations.
Observers must possess valid weather
observers' certificates issued by AES.
Oil rig observations are used by the
AES to prepare terminal forecasts,
which allow helicopters to operate under Instrument Flight Rules when
servicing the rigs, and by private
meteorological consulting companies,
also serving offshore exploration operations, to provide marine site-specific
weather forecasts.
Marine Synoptic Observations are
taken every three hours at all rigs. The
observations are coded using the international synoptic code and are distributed internationally. At certain rigs,
depending on their location, Supplementary Aviation Weather Observations
are taken hourly to support helicopter
operations. In addition, observations are
made to obtain data on waves and
swells, sea currents, ice conditions and
icebergs.
To ensure the weather observing
program is being carried out to AES
standards, the PMO visits the rigs
every six months, either via helicopter
(a two-hour flight) or supply ship (an
eighteen-hour cruise.) Safety comes
first, so before boarding, all passengers
must watch a video on the safety
features and survival equipment found
on board. The flight is not first class:
passengers must dress in survival suits
and are squeezed into a compartment
with up to twenty others. By using the

Observer transmitting weather observation.
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most modern helicopters, flying times
are kept to a minimum.
As the helicopter nears the rig, eyes
strain to catch a glimpse of the object
that has been producing the "blip" on
the pilot's radar screen. At a distance,
the rig looks insignificant and out of
place perched on spindly legs, with the
waves beating against it in a vain
attempt to remove the unwanted intruder. The first impression of the rig
soon changes as the helicopter approaches for touchdown. The rig takes
on new dimensions - the drilling derrick
looms seventy metres above the sea
surface; the helicopter pad occupies
only a corner of the deck. Suddenly the
rig has been transformed from a fragile,
spindly-legged structure into a solid,
man-made, iron island tethered to the
ocean floor.
Once safely on deck, non-crew passengers are ushered to the living quarters and are assigned rooms by the rig's
safety officer. A safety demonstration
on immersion suits and life-jackets is
presented, and lifeboat stations are
assigned.
The PMO's contact is the on-duty
weather observer, whose office is normally located near the control room, or
on the bridge. The first item of business
is answering the observer's questions
on observing, coding data, or basic
meteorology. The weather logs are
checked for recurring errors, and if any
are found, they are brought to the
observer's attention. While on board,
the PMO also monitors the current
weather observations to ensure proper
procedures and observing techniques

Observer checking wind speed at helo-deck level.

Bow Drill 2.

are being followed. The calibration of
the barometer is checked, the barograph
is inspected, the anemometer vanes are
checked for orientation, and the condition of the marine screens, thermometers, raingauges, sea bucket and ceiling
balloon equipment is checked. There
are two observers, and the PMO will
make himself available to both.
To visit as many rigs as possible while
offshore, the PMO has to be ready to
travel on short notice if a supply ship is
ready to sail to a neighbouring rig.

Often he must get out of his bunk at any
hour and stuff himself into a life-jacket
before being lowered twenty-five metres over the side of the rig while
hanging onto a personnel bucket, hoping the crane operator will coordinate
his arrival on the supply boat with the
movement of the swell. After a two- or
three-hour cruise, the procedure is
repeated in reverse.
The length of the PMO's visit depends
on weather and the availability of a seat
on a regular crew-change helicopter.

RESUME La prospection du petrole et du gaz naturel au large de
La cote est du Canada a fait augmenter les besoins en donnees
meteorologiques et oceanographiques. En retour, cette prospection a
apporte un grand nombIe de donnees utiles au Service de
l'environnement atmospherique (SEA) et d d'autres usagers interesses par ce type de donnees.
Les programmes meteorologiques d'observation continue sont
obligatoires sur les plates-formes de forage des Grands banes; deux
agents meteorologiques portuaires de La region de l'Atlantique du

There are normally two crew-change
flights a week, but often special trips
are made to the rig and spare seats can
be found. Fog is always a threat to flight
operations and visitors should be prepared for extended stays. These layovers often provide a chance to view
whales, dolphins and sea-birds, and
talk to the personnel on board.
Occasionally, the PMO experiences
some of the risks involved in offshore
exploration, while sitting in a life-jacket
and survival suit with off-duty crew and
other visitors. A team of men on the
drill floor hurriedly follow procedures
to stop a back flow of gas and drilling
fluid from the well, "a kick". All other
activity ceases and a silence envelops
the rig as motors and engines are shut
down. To pass the time, crew members
tell jokes or try to catch up on lost sleep.
Only when the kick is contained and the
threatened blowout prevented, can anyone relax.
The gentle roll of the rig and the
occasional shudder caused by the drilling is a continual reminder of the
drillers' battle with nature for the oil
hidden somewhere in the depths. Occasionally, the drillers win and a pocket of
oil is discovered. More often they lose
and the well is dry.
With the help of the offshore weather
observers, the additional input into the
marine data base and the continuous
weather watch, the Atmospheric Environment Service is gaining more knowledge about the forces controlling the
movement of weather systems offCanada's East Coast. Researchers have more
data to improve computer models that
are used to forecast sea state and ice
and weather conditions. The duties of a
Port Meteorological Officer in training
observers, siting, installing, calibrating
and maintaining instruments and
checking the quality of data is an
important step in the ongoing program
to improve data quality and the accuracy of forecasts dealing with marine
weather and sea conditions.
Mike MacNeil is Port Meteorological Officer
for the Atlantic Region, based at the Atmospheric Environment Service office in Bedford, N.S. Previously he has served as an
Ice Observer and a Meteorological Research
Technician.

Service de l'environnement atmospherique doivent s'assurer que les
programmes sont conformes aux normes du SEA.
L'agent meteorologique portuaire doit se rendre aux lieux de forage
afin d'installer, de reparer et d'etalonner les instruments meteorologiques et pour controler la qualite des donnees recueillies.
Les visites d'inspection des lieux de forage permettent aux agents
meteorologiques portuaires de constater sur place quels sont les
dangers du travail dans cet environnement hostile.
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THE SPRING OF 1985 - A REVIEW
by Alain Caillet

Spring is a transitional season when
extreme variations can be expected, one
day being like winter, the next like
summer. It is never certain how long
the cold and hot days will continue to
alternate. Although such changes occurred frequently in 1985 from March
to May, well-marked temperature and
precipitation patterns did result. In the
northeastern Arctic, Quebec and the
Maritimes, spring was cool, but elsewhere was generally pleasant thanks to
above-normal temperatures.
Lower than normal rainfall persisted
in northeastern Canada. The Maritimes experienced dry weather as well
during March and April, when numerous locations were in their seventh or
eighth month of below-normal precipitation. Chatham had the driest March
since 1950 and Moncton, the driest
April since records began. At the end of
April the water in Nova Scotia reservoirs was only 46% of full capacity.
Fortunately, this situation was offset in
early May by rain and heavy falls onate
snow. In southern British Columbia
and the Peace River area of Alberta
very little precipitation fell as spring
began, some places receiving the smallest amounts ever. However, this situation soon changed, alleviating the concerns of farmers.
Spring is the season par excellence for
sudden showers, local disturbances, and
thunderstorms accompanied by hail
and tornadoes. But it is also the season
for the last large-scale winter storms;
and these did occur, mainly in Quebec
and Ontario. In March, the accumulation of snow in central Ontario following the storms on the 4th and 31st was the
highest in 30 years, and in northwestern Quebec the accumulation was as
much as twice the normal amount.
Strong winds inflicted damage in many
diverse places. In mid-April a tornado
touched down near Windsor, Ontario,
100 km per hour winds sank a fishing
boat in the St. Lawrence with the loss of
5 lives, and 115 km per hour winds
capsized some trawlers off the B.C.
coast causing two deaths. In early May
three more fishermen were drowned in
the St. Lawrence after their boat capsized in stormy weather.
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Hail that damaged greenhouses near Leamington, Ontario, on May 30, 1985 (Windsor Star
photograph).

Large hailstone (compared to a tennis ball on the left and golf ball on the right) that fell near
Lingwick, Quebec, on May 13,1985 (Photograph: Paul-Andre Renaud, Sherbrooke Weather
Office).

May was particularly notorious for
severe storms in Eastern Canada. A line
of violent thunderstorms accompanied
by hail crossed northern Ontario on
April 20, destroying greenhouses and
ruining hundreds of acres of market
gardens. In Quebec's Eastern Townships, hailstones 7 cm in diameter (the
size of tennis balls) fell on May 13 at
Lingwick. Near St-Raphael in farmland
east of Quebec City, a tornado destroyed
several buildings. On May 30, severe
storms lashed southwestern Ontario,
where golfball size hail struck a swath
from Windsor to the Kingsville-Leamington area, smashing 70-90% ofthe
area's greenhouses and ruining the
tomato and cucumber crops. This event
was overshadowed the following day
when devastating tornadoes cut across
southern Ontario causing twelve
deaths and damage estimated at over
100 million dollars. Some property
damage was suffered in Saint-Canute,
Quebec, at the tail end of this tornado
outbreak, while the same storm system
dumped over 100 mm of rain on Saint
John, New Brunswick.
Central and Western Canada enjoyed
much pleasanter weather, apart from a
few snowstorms, one in April on the
Prairies, another in May over the B.C.
uplands and several in the Yukon. The
weather was abnormally mild and dry,
especially in the Yukon where daytime
temperatures in mid-May began to
exceed 20°C. Records were equalled or
bettered west of Quebec, reaching 30°C
at Toronto on April 22 and 32°C at
Winnipeg on the 28th, and exceeding
30°C in British Columbia and Alberta
in mid-May.
In general, work in the fields began
earlier than normal to the west of
Quebec, but had to be del~yed to the
east because of cool temperatures or
precipitation or both. Spring was exceptional in having very few floods.
The melting of ice in navigable
waterways proceeded normally, except
on the northeast coast of Newfoundland
where the break-up was three weeks
late, and in the northeast arm of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence where persistent
winds pushed patches of ice into the
Strait of Belle Isle, obstructing the
near-shore waters of the Island even
into late May.
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Alain Caillet is a meteorologist with the
Canadian Climate Centre and is a member of
the editorial team of Climatic Perspectives.
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Man and the Biosphere Programme
The Canadian Committee for the
Man and the Biosphere Programme
(CanadalMAB), an international scientific programme of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), held its semiannual meeting in Quebec City on
15-16 January 1985. Members of the
UNESCO CanadalMAB Committee
represent federal and provincial departments, universities and industry from
across Canada.
The Committee considered reports
from its three working groups: (1) The
Working Group on Biosphere Reserves
is currently investigating the possibility of establishing biosphere reserves in
Manitoba, Quebec, Ontario and the
northern regions to supplement the two
existing reserves in Mont-Saint-Hilaire,
Quebec, and Waterton Lakes National
Park, Alberta. (2) The Working Group
on the Human Ecology of Coastal
Areas proposes to hold its second
workshop in June 1985, to examine
specific case studies on traditional and
community-based resource management
in Canada. (3) The Working Group on
Environmental Information and Training reported encouraging progress in
establishing a national network to
disseminate environmental information and assist curiculum development.
The Committee was a major contributor
to the Task Force on Northern Conservation created by Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada in September 1983.
In addition, the UNESCO Canada/
MAB Committee took action toward the
establishment of an additional Working
Group on Urban Ecosystems, in response to growing interest among Canadian scientists in this area, and
discussed means of increasing the participation of government, industry and
the scientific community in tackling
present-day environmental problems.

Meteorology/Oceanography in the
The accompanying table clarifies the
national variation that does exist. Both
Curriculum.
A symbiotic function of both practising geography and science teachers across
meteorologists/oceanographers and ed- the country share the responsibility, but
ucators is liaison between these two not equally. The grade level at which
groups for the betterment and enhance- topics in meteorology/oceanography are
ment of public knowledge and under- taught exhibit a wide degree of nationstanding. Teachers want and need al variation, but should be consistent
up-to-date information and profession- within a particular province. Studies of
ally designed activities covering topics meteorology and local weather patterns
in meteorology and oceanography, and receive a fairly detailed treatment in all
everyone gains if these topics are an provinces, but the level of difficulty of
interesting component of a school's the topics would vary as the grade level
curriculum. The linkages required to increased. As expected, studies in ocachieve these aims are elusive owing to eanography exhibit a pattern that corregional variations in the topics that relates with the distance from our ocean
are taught and in the discipline or borders. The interior provinces cover
subject department that teaches each this topic only superficially (if at all)
one, and because of deficient knowledge while the only region of detailed studies
about the depth of study devoted to the is found on the East Coast.
topic at the grade level in which it is
Teachers of meteorology and oceantaught.
ography often do not know which
The accompanying survey results government departments would be
are a small step toward rectifying the most useful to them in providing relack of information available, but will sources on these topics, or if teaching
require additional correspondence at aid resources even exist. It is easier
the provincial and regional levels perhaps, for government and private
before teachers and meteorologists/ meteorologists/oceanographers to conoceanographers can effectively bridge tact the Curriculum Branch of the
Department of Education in their own
the gap.
The purpose of the survey was to province and request copies of the
clarify which school subject depart- curriculum dealing with the topics of
ments (subject discipline) had the re- meteorology and oceanography and/or
sponsibility (as outlined in provincial the names of professional science and
curriculum guidelines) for teaching the geography teacher associations whose
topics of meteorology and oceanogra- mandate would include the promotion
phy, and at which grades (K-12) and and dissemination of curriculum redepth of understanding they were ex- sources pertinent to the topics their
pected to do this. The disciplines and teachers are responsible for teaching.
In all provinces the need exists for
grade levels can be effectively summarized, but the number of topics in a improved relationships between teachdiscipline, and the time allotted to each, ers and practitioners of meteorology
required that the depth to which each and oceangraphy; in many regions print
topic was taught had to be simply and or media resources already exist to meet
subjectively categorized: either a topic this need. Bridging the gap is just a
was studied in detail, or related topics matter of becoming familiar with anin meteorology or oceanography were other professional's domain.
looked at superficially. There were
Frank Boddy
unfortunately no returns from Quebec
or New Brunswick.
Curriculum Survey Results
Meteorology

r.·-~~·
\

~

Discipline

Ontario

Geography

B.C.

Geog'/Sci

fI!.
~J

PHRnCIPH1710n

©

Grades
11
4,6-8,
11,12

Alberta

Science

Sask.

Geog./Sci.

Manitoba

Geography
Climate only

7, 10

'

~
A fit heart beats 55-65
times per minute at rest.

Province*

Nfld.

Social Studies

P.E.1.

Geog'/Sci.

Nova Scotia

Science

Oceanography

Depth
of Study

Grades

Detailed

Geography

11

Superficial

Detailed

Science

11

Superficial

8

Detailed

N.A.t

1-4,8,10

Detailed

Geog./Sci.

Superficial

N.A.

1-9,12

Detailed

Social Studies

1-9,12

Detailed

7,8,
11, 12

Detailed

Geog.lSci.

4,6,8,
11,12

Detailed

1,2,5,6

Detailed

Science

9,11,12

Detailed

* No response from Quebec and New Brunswick.
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Depth
of Study

Discipline

tN.A.

Not available.

N.A.
3,8,10

N.A.

N.A.
Superficial
N.A.

P RESENTATION D'ARTICLES POUR LE CHINOOK A L'INTENTION DES AUTEURS
1. Contenu de l'article, 'l angue et lecteurs
On vous invite a presenter des articles d'ordre general, rediges soit
en anglais, soit en fran~ais, dans Ie domaine de la meteorologie et
de I'oceanographie, et qui conviennent it des lecteurs du niveau
scolaire secondaire. Les opinions exprimees dans Ie texte refletent
celles de I'auteur.

2. Longueur et format
La longueur suggeree d'un article est de 1500 a 3000 mots, avec
deux a quatre figures (et legendes). La presentation de photo
graphies et d'illustrations nettes est particulierement encouragee .
Les auteurs sont pries de fournir un resume de 100 a 200 mots, de
preference dans I'autre langue officielle. Au besoin, les res umes
seront traduits et publies dans I'a utre langue.
3. References
Les citations litteraires dans Ie texte meme sont a eviter. On
suggere pI utot d'y indiquer Ie nom des auteurs ou de I'organisme a
qui Ie merite est attribue et d'ajouter, a la fin de I'article, les
references sous forme d'une Iiste breve de " lectures recomman
dees ". Toute reference a un article de revue doit comporter Ie nom
et les initiales du ou des auteurs, I'annee de publication, Ie titre de
I'article en entier, Ie nom de la revue, Ie numero du volume et Ie
numero des pages concernees. La mention d'un livre doit arborer Ie
nom et les initiales du ou des auteurs, I'annee de publication, Ie
titre du livre, et Ie nom et I'adresse de la maison d'edition. Toutes
les references doivent etre presentees dans I'ordre alphabetique
selon Ie nom de famille de I'auteur principal.

4. Mode de presentation d es articles
Le manuscrit doit etre dactylographie Ii double interligne et
soumis en deux exemplaires a : Redacteur du Chinook, als de la
Societe canadienne de meteorologie et d'oceanogra phie, 151, rue
Slater, suite 805, Ottawa (Ontario), Canada, KIP 5H3. Les
epreuves finales des figures tracees et les photographies en noir et
blanc de bonne quaIite (['original et deux photocopies de chacune)
doivent accompagner Ie manuscrit. Nous faisons bon accueil aux
illustrations ou photographies en couleurs qui pourraient paraitre
en page couverture du numero. Les auteurs son pries de fournir
une breve description (50 mots environ) de le ur affiliation
professionnelle (Ie cas echeant) et de leur interet en meteorologie
et en oceanographie; ils devraient de plus indiquer si leur article a
deja ete publie ailleurs ou Ie sera pI us tard.
5. Politique de r edaction
Le redacteur en chefdecidera de la pertinence des articles il. publier
en consultation avec au moins un autre membre du comite de
redaction. On pretera u.ne attention toute particuli ere it la
Iisibilite des articles par des profanes.
6. Tires a part
On ne pourra pas faire reimprimer les articles. L'auteur principal
recevra quatre tires a part du numero de parution de I'article. Des
exemplaires additionnels seront fournis au frais de I'auteur
pourvu que la demande soit faite avant I'impression .

NE PASSEZ PAS INAPERCU!
Si vous vendez des services ou des produits d'ordre meteo
rologique, climatologique ou oceanographique, voici l'outil
particulierement con<.;u pour atteindre les personnes visees .

.

~wP'\
Canadian Meteorological
and Oceanograpnlc
Society
La Societe Canadienne
de Meteorologie et
d' Oceanographie

F AITES DE LA PUBLICITE
DANS CHINOOK .
Renseignements:
SCMO
Suite 805
151, rue Slater, Ottawa (Ontario) M5S 1A6

Certa ins numeros du Chinook,
main tenant epuises, sont des pieces
de collection (vol. 1, nOs 1 et 2,
vol. 3, nO 1), mais vous pouvez
encore vous procurer des exem
pia ires des numeros restants au
prix unitaire d'origine de 1,50$.
Vous n ,etes pas collecttionneur?
Vous pouvez rendre un service a un
ami en lui donnant vos exemplaires .
Ainsi, vous lui offrirez de la lecture
interessante et contribuerez peut
etre nous obtenir un nouvel abonne.

a

, ------------- -----------------,
ABONN EMENT

Je desire m'abonner it Chinook pour une annee (1986, 4 numeros)
Frais d'abonnement: 12,00 $
Nom______________________________________________~~
,,,,,,""_"'"' s vP)

Ad resse _____________________________________________________
-------------------:;::-:---.~ J'inclus _ _ _ _ _ __ $
(Cod. DOOlan

Envoyer ala SCMO, Suite 805, 151 rue Slater, Ottawa (Ontario)
K1 P 5H3
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Learning
Weather • • •
A resource study kit suitable for
students grade seven and up, prepared
by the Atmospheric Environment Service
of Environment Canada
Includes new revised poster-size cloud chart

Decouvrons
la meteO ...
Pochettes destinees aux eli~ves du
secondaire et du collegial, preparees
par Ie service de I'environnement
atmos hElri ue d' Environnement Canada
Incluant un tableau revise descriptif des nuages

Oecouvrons la meteo
Pochette documentaire comprenant:

Learning Weather
A resource study kit, contains:
1. Mapping Weather
A series of maps with exercises. Teaches how
weather moves. Includes climatic data for 50 Cana·
dian locations.

1. Cartographie de la mateo
Serie de cartes accompagnees d'exercices. Decrit
les fluctuations du temps et fournit des donnees
climatologiques pour 50 localites canadiennes.

2. Knowing Weather
Booklet discusses weather events, weather facts
and folklore, measurement of weather and several
student projects to stl:Jdy weather.

2. Apprenons it connaitre la mateo
Brochure traitant d'evenements, de faits et de legen·
des meteorOlogiques. Techniques de I'observation et
de la prevision de la meteo. Projets scolaires sur la
meteorologie.

3. Knowing Clouds
A cloud chart to help students identify various cloud
formations.

3. Apprenons a connaitre les nuages
Tableau descriptif des .nuages aidant les eleves Ii
identifier differentes formations.

Cat. No. EN56·53/1983·E

Each kit $2.50

Order kits from:
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT PUBLISHING CENTRE
OnAWA, CANADA, K1A OS9

Cat. N° EN56·53/1983F

Commandez les pochettes au :
CENTRE D'EDITION DU GOUVERNEMENT DU
CANADA
OnAWA (CANADA) K1A OS9

Order Form (please print)

Bon de commande

Veuill ez m'e xpedier _ _ exe mplaire(s) de la po c hette
··De co uvron s la met eo· ' a 2,50 $ la co pie. N ° de cat.
EN56-53/ 1983F.
Nom

Ple ase send me _ ._ copy(i es) of Learning We ath er at $2.50
per copy TOTAL $ ____ _ Cat No •. EN56-53/1983 E
Nam e
Sc hool

Adre sse

Address

Ville

Cit y

Prov in ce

o Acco un t No

o

o Ci·joint $

o

Visa

Vi sa

o Master Card

III III nrrri III

Date d'expiration

Bank

BanQu e

Signature
O rder s pre paId by postal mo ney o rder or ch eque mu s t be mad e to Ihe o rd er
o f the Rece iver General lo r Canada and add ressed 10 the Canadian Gove rn
men l Publl shmg Ce nt re O tt aw a [Canada) K l A 059 A lso available t hro u gh
auth or ized bo oksto re agents o r your loc al bookse ller Add 20 % 10 pri ces for
boo ks 10 be shippe d o u tSide Canada Pa ya b le In Can ad ian fu nd s

Egafemenl dlspon,ble en f ranr;: als
N(' de ca l EN5653 1983 F
'

Code post al

Provin ce

Post at Code

o En closed $

o Maste r Card 11 1111111 1111 11
Ex piry Dal e

Chaque pochette : 2,50 $

Decouvfons la meteo

Sign ature
Les comman des sont paya bl es a I' avance par c heque DU ma nd at fa it a
I'ordre du Receveur g~ n e ral du Canad a ef doiven l eI re ad ressees au Centre
d'ed i tlo n du gou verne menl du Can ad a, Ollawa (Canada) K 1A OS9 En ven1e
aussl chez les agen ts libra. res agree s ou ch ez vo tre li.br alre
Telephone (8 19) ~97·2560
Telex 053-4296

Also available in English : " Learn in g Weather"

Canada

Cal No EN56·5311983E

